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one , 
Stabbing suspects 
stand trial April 27 
Two Juveniles charged in con- 
nection with the killing of a 
University freshman Nov. 16 
are scheduled for Jury trial 
beginning April 27. 
Arthur Oviedo, 16, Per- 
rysburg, and Edward Villar- 
real, 16,18330 Brim Rd. Lot 330, 
appeared before Wood County 
Judge Gale Williamson in a 
closed pre-trial hearing yester- 
day. Williamson set aside five 
days for their trials. 
The two juveniles, who have 
been certified to stand trial as 
adults, and Brian Thompson, 
16, Perrysburg, are begin held 
by county officials for the stab- 
bing death of Stephen Bowers. 
City police still are seeking 
other suspects. 
16 killed, 1 injured 
in Navy air crash 
MANILA, Philippines (AP) - 
A U.S. Navy transport plane 
crashed into the South China 
Sea early today, and at least 16 
of the 24 people aboard were 
killed, a Navy spokesman said. 
He said there were seven peo- 
ple missing and at least one 
survivor, who was reported in- 
jured. 
The crash occurred at 5:30 
a.m., 4:30 p.m. EST yesterday 
shortly after the plane took off 
from the Cubi Point naval air 
station northwest of Manila. 
The plane, a C-130 Hercules, 
was carrying personnel from 
the United States, the Philip- 
pines, Australia and New 
Zealand to the site of a joint ex- 
ercise, the spokesman said. 
Moore admitted to 
MCO for infection 
University President Hollis 
Moore Jr. was listed in good 
condition yesterday after being 
admitted to the Medical College 
of Ohio Monday, a hospital of- 
ficial said. 
Moore is being treated for an 
infection, according to the 
University News Service. 
Prank results in 
8 suspensions 
Eight Bowling Green High 
School seniors have been 
suspended for a prank in which 
cheerleaders from Perrysburg 
High School were taken from a 
gymnasium during a basketball 
game and driven around Bowl- 
ing Green. 
The cheerleaders were taken 
from the school during the first 
half of the basketball game last 
Friday night, said Bowling 
Green principal Neal Allen. 
They were returned safely at 
halftime. 
Allen would not release the 
names of those suspended. He 
said the suspensions varied in 
length, and all the students will 
have a chance to appeal. 
Weather 
Sunny. High 36 F (2 C), low 
26 F (-2 C). 0-percent chance of 
precipitation. 
Ex-hostage wants release from public eye 
by Mary Dannemlller 
editor 
When the spotlight is cast upon 
some lucky person seeking fame, 
the lavish attention and fanfare 
generally are welcomed. 
But for Steve Lauterbach, one of 
the 52 former U.S. hostages held in 
Iran, suddenly becoming an 
internationally-known celebrity 
after his 14 Vs-month nightmare has 
not been easy. 
Describing himself as being 
"quieter than the average person," 
the 1972 University graduate said 
that the overwhelming attention he 
received upon his return to the 
United States was "quite a mental 
shock" that required some major 
adjustments to his usually compla- 
cent lifestyle. 
Lauterbach is not flashy. Clad in 
a charcoal gray pin-striped suit, 
white button-down collar shirt and 
a striped tie, he looked very much 
like just another University 
graduate student, professor or ad- 
ministrator as he walked around 
campus yesterday for the first time 
in several years. 
HE IS NOT comfortable in front 
of a crowd. Sitting in front of about 
15 students in a journalism class, 
the 29-year-old Dayton native ap- 
peared apprehensive. He kept his 
hands clasped loosely across his 
chest and frequently gazed out the 
window while answering questions 
with what seemed like prepared 
answers. 
Up on the stage in front of more 
than 1,500 persons in the Grand 
Ballroom of the Union, Lauterbach 
forced a few smiles and an occa- 
sional wave to the crowd during 
two standing ovations. His speech, 
thanking everyone for their support 
and prayers, lasted just four 
minutes. It's not that he didn't ap- 
preciate  the   warm   reception, 
because be did. It's Just that he 
doesn't enjoy being a celebrity. 
He genuinely feels obligated to 
make public appearances because 
he thinks he owes people in this 
country for their support and en- 
couraging words throughout his 
captivity. Sharing some of his ex- 
periences with others is just his 
way of saying thanks. 
And to Lauterbach it's not 
strange to not want all the publicity 
because he and the other former 
hostages are "just ordinary people 
who got into this situation more or 
less by accident." 
EVEN  WHEN  he   was  an 
undergraduate student here study- 
ing English, Lauterbach was not 
known for being outspoken. In fact 
he rarely spoke up during class, 
one of his former professors recall- 
ed. 
Being one of the 52 held hostage 
has more or less forced Lauterbach 
into becoming a professional public 
speaker - a role that many times 
has been uncomfortable. 
After more than a month of con- 
stantly being in the public eye, 
Lauterbach is ready to trade in his 
relatively new "ex-hostage" label 
for the old Steve Lauterbach, ad- 
ministrative officer for the State 
Department, label. 
"I get kinda tired of being an ex- 
hostage," Lauterbach sighed after 
interviews with a reporting class 
and WBGU-TV. "But I don't think 
I'll ever shake it completely." 
IN THE NEXT few months, he 
hopes gradually to fade out of the 
limelight, making his low-key visit 
to the University his last public ap- 
pearance as "a so-called former 
hostage." 
His story has been told so many 
times, in so many ways and so 
modestly. He tells of the Nov. 4, 
1979 takeover of the embassy, his 
attempted escape, the weeks in 
solitary confinement and the 
release last month in his typically 
quiet manner with little detailed 
description. 
The six weeks he spent in solitary 
confinement, as punishment for his 
involvement in an escape attempt, 
was the most trying time of the en- 
tire 444 days. For the first week on- 
ly, he was handcuffed. Since be 
was not allowed to have any books 
or writing materials during that 
time, he "more or less just stared 
at the ceiling." 
If he, Joseph Subic Jr. and Kevin 
Hermening had thought the mili- 
tant captors would have reacted 
with such harsh punishment, they 
might have thought twice about at- 
tempting the escape. Looking back 
on the incident now, Lauterbach 
said it was "foolish." Then, it look- 
ed like a way out. 
THROUGHOUT HIS captivity, 
Lauterbach, like many of the other 
hostages, kept asking himself if "it 
was really happening." 
He kept track mentally of the 
passing days, weeks and months. 
Sunlight showing through boarded- 
up windows or between window 
bars signaled the beginning of a 
new day. In a warehouse, one of the 
10 moves Lauterbach made, there 
were no windows so the group there 
with him "kept a calendar as best 
we could on small slips of paper." 
The hostages were frightened 
throughout the whole ordeal, 
Lauterbach said. People handled 
the mentally taxing captivity in dif- 
ferent ways. Some hostages were 
hostile with each other. Some 
vented their frustrations on the 
guards. 
A couple times, Lauterbach said, 
"I thought I was going over the 
edge" because of the pressure. 
Knowing that there was support 
and prayers from everyone at 
home "was probably the most im- 
portant factor in maintaining our 
continued on page 3 
staff photos by Dale Omori 
Former U.S. hostage Steven Lauterbach yesterday thanked the more than 1.500 people, crowded In the 
Grand Ballroom, for their support and prayers while he was In captivity. Lauterbach, a 1972 University 
graduate, said this visit to the University probably would be his last public appearance as an ex-hostage. 
GSS executives may be chosen in election 
by Diane Rado 
stall reporter 
Four Graduate Student Senate executives will be 
chosen by students in a campuswide election this 
spring rather than by their fellow GSS members 
and the number of senators in the organization will 
be slashed from about 75 to 56 if a revised GSS con- 
stitution is passed. 
These changes will stir the most debate when GSS 
members review the proposed document at a 
meeting today, GSS President Roy Finkenbine said. 
He disagrees with the proposed change to an all- 
campus election of officers, saying that because of 
the nature of their departments and work, graduate 
students are not as familar with each other as 
undergraduates are. 
"It would be a more responsible process to allow 
senators who know each other to vote," be said, ad- 
vocating the present system. 
BUT ALAN LANE, GSS senator and chairman of 
the constitutional committee, said the change was 
made so the voices of students outside of GSS will be 
heard. 
"I know the voting turnout will be bad, but it 
doesn't matter. There are people out there who are 
concerned and their concerns must be heard," be 
said. 
Finkenbine and Lane agree that reducing the 
number of senators will promote a more committed 
group. 
"We're cutting out the extras, and it's easier to 
work with less people," Lane said. 
He added that finding convenient meeting times 
will easier with fewer senators. 
UNDER THE PRESENT system, two senators 
are elected from each University department. 
However, some departments that have broken into 
a variety of sub-programs had more representation 
than others, Finkenbine. 
With the new constitution, one senator will repre- 
sent each department and campus organizations, 
including graduate students, will have a represen- 
tative. 
Larger departments will be allowed another 
representative to fill remaining seats on GSS, Lane 
explained. 
Although some departments now have two or 
more representatives on GSS, Finkenbine forsees 
no major problems with implementing the new 
system. 
"I think once they (senators) see that the senate 
as a whole is becoming smaller and they are not los- 
ing their representation, they will not debate the 
method," be said. 
ALSO IN THE new constitution, GSS can vote to 
censure a senator if he is not performing his duties. 
After th" ensorship, the senator's department 
will be notified and it can decide whether to retain 
or replace the senator. 
This change was made so that attendance can be 
enforced in the future, Finkenbine said. 
Although senators may be serious about their 
jobs, heavy schedules may hinder their attendance 
at meetings, he said. 
Other changes in the constitution merely are addi- 
tions that will formalize what GSS has been doing 
for a long time, Lane said. 
He said that if the constitution is approved at next 
month's meeting, it can be implemented for spring 
quarter elections. 
But if changes are made at the March meeting, 
GSS will begin a new year under the present con- 
stitution, he added. 
SGA members want more discussion next week 
Constitutional revisions to be reviewed 
by Diane Rado 
etafli 
For the second meeting in a row, the 
Student Government Association last 
night bantered over a preliminary 
draft of a new constitution. 
For almost two hours, more man 50 
University students, including SGA 
members, questioned several aspects 
of the revised document and many 
minor changes were made. 
If passed, the constitution would 
divide SGA into executive, legislative 
and   judicial   branches   and  would 
develop  a system  of  checks and 
balances. 
SGA VOTED to limit the discussion 
to one hour for senators and 16 
minutes for students in the gallery. 
Although the time limit was extend- 
ed for SGA members to speak, the 
group also approved continuing 
discussion of the proposed constitu- 
tion at next week's meeting. 
SGA Academic Affairs Coordinator 
Lyle Ganske, who led the meeting so 
that President Dana Kortokrax could 
field questions from the group, said he 
thought discussion could have been 
completed in the time allotted last 
night. 
But UAO Director-at-Large Margie 
Grim, said more time should have 
been given to non-SGA members to 
comment on the changes. 
"I THINK more priority should 
have been given to non-members 
since this is one of the few chances 
they get to openly criticize the con- 
stitution," she said. 
However, Ganske and SGA Senator 
Everett   Gallagher  said   after the 
meeting that they saw no problem 
with the time limit. 
And Gallagher said, "It's the senate 
that votes on it (the constitution), so 
we needed to have more time to 
discuss it" 
If discussion was completed last 
night, the constitution would have had 
a first reading next week and amend- 
ments could not have been made. 
But SGA Senator Margie Potap- 
chuk, who motioned to continue the 
discussion next week, said, "I feel 
that more people would like to discuss 
this further." 
AFTER THE meeting, SGA Senator 
Craig Relman said, "It's good to 
discuss this thing more before the first 
reading. I don't care if it takes three 
more weeks. We're in no hurry to 
pass this solely for the purpose of get- 
ting it done for elections." 
Earlier this week, several other 
SGA members said they opposed 
rushing the constitution through 
before spring elections, although Kor- 
tokrax favors this. 
continued on page f 
Diplomat 
opposes 
military aid 
WASHINGTON (AP) - The 
former U.S. ambassador to El 
Salvador said yesterday that the 
leftist guerrilla movement is 
"broken and declining" and that 
any attempt to bolster the govern- 
ment through large-scale U.S. 
military aid could backfire with a 
right-wing coup. 
Robert White, a career diplomat 
currently here awaiting reassign- 
ment, said "I believe the right is 
constantly trying to overthrow the 
government, as is the left, and it's a 
beleaguered government in the 
middle." 
White, ambassador during the 
last year of the administration of 
then-President Jimmy Carter, 
testified to a congressional sub- 
committee that "The real threat to 
the stability of the government 
comes not from the left, but from 
the extreme right. The left Is 
broken and declining." 
President Reagan fired White as 
ambassador to El Salvador soon 
after taking office and officials said 
one reason was White's public 
criticism of events there. 
REAGAN    IS    considering 
boosting U.S. military assistance 
and sending at least some addi- 
tional advisers to help the 
Salvadoran government fend off 
what the State Department says is 
"a textbook case of indirect armed 
aggression by Communist powers 
through Cuba." 
» The MI IM Mm M, im 
PP inion. 
LSU should improve 
HRC, not boycott it 
Since the University's Human Relations Commission 
was formed in fall 1979, the Latin Student Union has 
boycotted its spot on that committee because a request for 
a permanent Latino faculty or staff position on HRC was 
denied. 
In a new set of requests from LSU, the group suggests 
HRC revert to its original membership structure of the 
1979-30 academic year. This is in reaction to the restructur- 
ing of the committee that allows University President 
Hollis Moore to make all appointments to HRC. 
The restructuring of HRC was done because members 
felt too much time had been spent on membership issues, 
as opposed to the human relations issues the group 
originally was charged to investigate. 
We believe LSU's reluctance in placing a member on the 
commission is contradictory to the very purpose HRC was 
formed. We agree it is important that students be included 
on University committees, but we also agree too much time 
has been spent on HRC's membership. 
It is time HRC - and LSU - lay the membership of the 
committee aside and begin moving toward one of its goals 
of bettering relationships among the University's diverse 
groups. 
LSU's voice is important on the commission; it was one 
of the groups whose protest in spring 1979 caused the com- 
mission to be established. 
But if the group continues its boycott of HRC, it is promp- 
ting a refusal by the commission to hear its voice. LSU, not 
HRC or the University administration, is causing itself to 
be bypassed. 
'Living Well' circuit finds revenge in the fast lane 
BOSTON-For a mere $16.90 plus 
postage and handling, you too can 
become the proud owner of six 
cocktail glasses etched with the 
words: "living Well is the Best 
Revenge." 
All you have to do is write down a 
credit card number, and a package of 
them will come winging from Big D 
little a Double LAS, a place where 
Revenge has always been popular 
(check your local TV listings). 
This exciting opportunity for a 
souvenir of the times comes to you 
from the Horchows. as in Horchow 
Collection. These are the catalog peo- 
ple who live well or would like to live 
well or would like to imitate those who 
live well. You get the idea. 
Therefore, I am not surprised that 
they are doing big biz on this motto. I 
suspect they could have cleaned up on 
Focus 
Ellen Goodman 
syndicated columnist 
a wallet embossed with "I've got 
mine." But that might have been Just 
a touch tacky. 
"Living well, etc." is back in vogue, 
not to mention Vogue, not to mention 
Town and Country. For the past 
several months, these words have 
cropped up with as much frequency as 
mink at the Inaugural 
I HAVE seen them emblazoned on a 
magazine cover story about the 
unabashedly rich Oscar de la Rentas, 
hosts to the equally rich of Manhattan. 
I have heard them waft across ban- 
quet rooms full of sun-belted and 
Galanos-draped women of the Reagan 
Riche and Nouveau Droit. 
I have heard them used by people 
from Big D and LA. to toast their 
takeover of society from the 
Georgians. 
Indeed if the style of the swaggering 
new Affluent Pride continiuM, 
"Living Well" will soon appear 
printed on T-shirts sold only on Rodeo 
Drive and stamped on expense ac- 
counts created only by oil company 
executives. 
Birr THE funny thing is that the ex- 
pression itself is fairly ambiguous. 
Living well is the best revenge? 
Against whom? For what? 
According to my handy-dandy 
Barlett's, the phrase first appeared in 
George Herbert's 17th century 
English book called "Outlandish Pro- 
verbs." The Horchow catalog-not ex- 
actly an historical source-described 
it as an old Spanish proverb. 
But I suspect most of us associate 
"living Well, etc" with the Roaring 
Twenties when it was the code of 
Gerald and Sara Murphy. These were 
the young, rich, high-living friends of 
F. Scott and Zelda Fitzgerald, who set 
the tony tone of the Twenties. 
They belonged to the age group that 
went down in history as the Lost 
Generation. Their postwar contem- 
poraries had left their ideals in the 
trenches. Disillusioned by the absur- 
dity of their commitments, the 
betrayal, the irony, they seemed fren- 
zied and aimless. 
BUT IT was the Murphy s who were 
the frosting on the waste, the glitter of 
the times. They washed down the 
world in vintage champagne. 
Now our own uneasy times have 
spawned a new in-crowd of rich. 
These are the self-made rich who 
know how to pack up their troubles in 
their old Gucci bag and party, party, 
party. 
But they don't have at least this in 
common with the Twenties. The 
Eighties' rich are also out there justi- 
fying the good life as a king of 
revenge. 
They dip into the caviar Just to show 
the old high school teacher who 
thought they'd never make it. 
THEY WEAR mammals and walk 
in amphibians Just to thumb their 
noses at the out-of-style liberals who 
once tried to make them feel guilty. 
They wear $10,000 dresses just to 
spite the old money crowd who once 
excluded them. 
All this leads me to think that Fit- 
zgerald was right when be wrote that 
the rich are different from you and 
me. It's not that money makes them 
happy-go-lucky, forgiving and content 
with the world. It's that only the rich 
can afford a truly classy sort of 
revenge. 
But I think Til pass up the glasses 
this time. I just remembered what 
happened to those in the first Lost 
Generation. They turned it into a 
Depression. 
Somehow I'm not ready to drink to 
that 
(c) 1981, The Boston Globe 
Newspaper Co./Washington Post 
Writers Group. 
How 'bout a U.S.-Soviet nuke-off     Letters. 
There is entirely to much talk lately 
about nuclear war. First we had 
Secretary of State Alexander Haig 
testify in front of a Senate Committee 
that there were worse things in this 
world than nuclear war. Then we had 
Secretary of Defense Caspar 
Weinberger pushing for a neutron 
bomb. Everyone suddenly seems to be 
thinking the unthinkable. 
My friend Alabaster, who is getting 
nervous about all this unclear saber- 
rattling, has a theory as to what is 
paiHring it 
"Toe problem is that for 35 years 
our measuring stick for atomic 
holocaust has been Hiroshima and 
Nagasaki. 
"Every time somone wants to make 
us an atomic weapon comparison he 
says: "This warhead packs 1,000 times 
the wallop of the bomb dropped on 
Hiroshima.' Or 'This artillery shell 
will give you 30 times more punch 
than what we did to Nagasaki.' 
"THESE   STATS   don't  hare 
Focus 
Art Buchwald 
syndicated columnist 
relevance anymore. Hiroshima and 
Nagasaki are part of ancient history 
and have no meaning for the people 
running the world today. We have to 
come up with a new yardstick to give 
them some idea of what atomic 
weapons can do." 
"What do you suggest?" I asked 
him 
"I have a modest proposal," 
Alabaster said. "We need two new ex- 
amples to demonstrate bow awesome 
nuclear war is, so it will sober up 
politicians, military men and 
statesmen, not only here but in the 
Soviet Union." 
"All right," I agreed. "What do you 
have In mind?" 
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"WE SHOULD permit the United 
States and the U.S.S.R. to fire off their 
largest nuclear weapon at just one 
Soviet and one U.S. city, to prove bow 
powerful the weapons really are." 
"Why not?" I said. 
"Moscow and Washington would be 
off units because we don't want to 
eliminate the leaders of both coun- 
tries, or the lesson would be lost on 
them" he continued. "We must select 
two beautiful cities that have tremen- 
dous sentimental meaning for the peo- 
ple of the respective countries. I 
would suggest the U.S. 'nuke' Len- 
ingrad, and the U.S.S.R. 'nuke' San 
Francisco." 
"IT IS without a doubt the loveliest 
city in the Soviet Union, with magnifi- 
cent palaces, irreplaceable architec- 
ture, and one of the great museums of 
the world." 
"Why San Francisco?" 
"Everyone loves San Francisco. 
One easily can leave his heart there." 
"What will it prove?" I asked. 
"WHEN THE Russians see the 
devastation one American weapon 
has done to its beloved Leningrad they 
will realize that the United States is 
not stockpiling Tinker Toys. 
And in turn the Americans who have 
been discussing nuclear war as some 
kind of military Super Bowl will have 
second thoughts about solving its 
foreign problems with atomic 
weapons. With Leningrad and San 
Francisco 'nuked,' we won't need 
Hiroshima and Nagasaki anymore to 
point out the danger of a new war. 
"But my modest proposal has a se- 
cond benefit We and the Soviets have 
spent a bundle on nuclear arms, and 
both aides deserve to shoot off at least 
one in anger during our lifetime, if for 
no other eason than to aee firsthand 
that we got out money's worth." 
(c) 1ML Lee Aafries Times Sya- 
Rock music writers 
both miss the point 
I would like to respond to the article 
about MSB written by Paul Fischer 
and the column by Hank Spicer. 
The two articles written on the sub- 
ject of Michael Stanley seemed to hit 
on both sides of the real truth. Mr. 
Spicer stated in his article that the 
comparison of the Michael Stanley 
Band to Bruce Springsteen was an 
unacceptable fact. However, he failed 
to mention that Clarence demons, 
who is Springsteen's tenor saxophone 
player, recorded with Michael Stanley 
on his new album "Heartland." Mr. 
demons has not played with the band 
since the recording of ''Heartland." 
However, the role of saxophone has 
been filled very nicely by the band's 
newest member, Ricky Bell. 
After a concise survey, not one 
Bruce Springsteen fan could 
distinguish the difference between the 
sounds of Mr. Bell and the sounds of 
Mr. demons. This fact goes to show 
that there must De some comparison 
between the two bands. 
Also, Mr. Spicer states that MSB is 
a simple band, in talent and In lyrics. 
In the area of talent, MSB is equal to 
the talent of any American band 
recording today. MSB is composed of 
six members. Three of them, Michael 
Gismondi, Bob Palander and Kevin 
DOONESBURY 
Releigh, are accomplished musicians 
in at least two instruments apiece. 
Nothing much can be said on the sub- 
ject of lyrics, since a biased opinion 
would be imposed, because each in- 
dividual prefers to listen to different 
styles of lyrics. 
I do agree that Mr. Fischer went too 
far to put MSB next to Bruce Springs- 
teen and other accomplished artists. 
MSB has made a mark in the rock 'n' 
roll world but still has a long way to go 
before taking a spot at the top. The 
major factors that control any band's 
future is time and money. I think that 
in a couple of years we will truly be 
able to see just how "good" MSB real- 
ly is. 
Fred Doll 
378 Rodger* 
Can't ask that history 
be denied, forgotten 
This is in response to Ms. Jan Elise 
Heath's column in The BG News on 
Feb. 11 I am disappointed that so- 
meone would even go so far as to deny 
Africans our heritage. I'm referring 
to the statement she made, "They are 
Americans with an African 
background, just as I am an American 
with a German background." There it 
goes again - Europeans telling us who 
we are! Also, while she is telling us, 
she is also forgetting who the true 
Americans are: the Indians are the 
owners of this land. Don't let us 
forget! 
Ms. Heath also talks about history. 
We will not leave our history behind. 
Knowing our history helps us to know 
where we are today and where we will 
be tomorrow. Africans cannot afford 
to ignore it When we read our history, 
we know now that it is a rich one 
denied to us for many years by incor- 
rect interpretation. 
So, Ms. Heath, We are Africans and 
we won't be denied any longer! 
ToniMcNear 
On-Campus Mailbox #4148 
Respond, 
If you would like to comment on 
something In the News or anything 
of interest to the campus or com- 
munity, write to the News. 
The letter or guest column should 
be typewritten, triple-spaced and 
signed. Include your address and 
telephone number for verification. 
The News reserves the right to 
reject letters or portions of letters 
that are in bad taste, malicious or 
libelous. 
Address your comments to: 
Editor of The BG News, 106 Univer- 
sity Hall. 
by Garry Trudeau 
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ACGFA: 
Allocation of general fees on schedule; 
1981-82 budget hearings begin April 4 
by Kim Van Wart 
staff raportar 
TTie group involved in allocating general fees to student 
organizations and activities is operating on schedule with 
budget hearings to begin April 4, Dr. Bobby Arrowsmith, 
chairman of the committee, said. 
The Advisory Committee on General Fee Allocations 
consists of students, faculty and staff who will recom- 
mend an allocation of $241,000 for 1961-82, Dr. Richard 
Eakin, executive vice provost for planning and 
budgeting, said. 
This is a 9.3 percent increase of funds over last year, he 
said. The additional money will come from an increase in 
general fees next year or reallocation of the money to dif- 
ferent areas that the general fees fund. 
LAST YEAR ACGFA recommended how $220,520 was 
to be divided between 25 different organizations and ac- 
tivities. This was 4.8 percent of $4,592,982 collected in 
general fees last year. 
Student services and auxiliary programs, including in- 
tercollegiate athletics, University Union programs, the 
University Health Service, Student Recreation Center 
programs and Ice Arena programs, received 59 percent 
of general fee payments, while debt service and faculty 
charges claimed the remaining 35.4 percent. The Univer- 
sity administration makes these allocations, Arrowsmith 
said. 
Budget request forms, which will be reviewed by 
ACGFA during April hearings, are due to ACGFA by Fri- 
day. Organizations requesting funds must indicate the 
amount they received from ACGFA last year and what 
money is needed for 1981-82, he explained. 
Any group can come before ACGFA and ask for funds, 
but committee members decide if the organization 
should be given money after considering other budget re- 
quests, he added. 
TO RECEIVE an allocation, a group must be 
registered as a student organization, as well as meet 
other funding criteria set by ACGFA, Arrowsmith said. 
At the budget hearings, representatives from the dif- 
ferent groups are given 30 minutes to explain their 
organization's purpose and functions and the need for the 
money they are requesting. 
The hearings usually last three consecutive weekends. 
Last year the final report was issued May 19, and while 
this date is not unusual, the target date has been moved 
ahead to May 1 for this year. 
"We are very organized this year and have been 
operating on a tighter schedule," he said. "But we don't 
want the hearings too early in the year because it is too 
hard to tell how the budget finally will be worked out for 
the next year." 
Briefs. 
'Flute king' to perform 
Jean-Pierre Rampal, the Frenchman critics have 
called the "flute king," will perform today at 8 p.m. in 
Kobacker Hall, Musical Arts Center. Tickets are sold 
out. 
Loan exit interviews 
All students with National Defense-Direct Student 
Loans, Nursing Student Loans or Student Development 
Loans who are graduating or leaving the University 
after winter quarter should contact the Student Loan 
Collection Office, 372-0112, to make an exit interview ap- 
pointment. 
International Coffee Hours 
International Coffee Hours will be held today from 
1:30-3:30 p.m. in 17 Williams Hall. Slides from Australia 
will be shown. The event is sponsored by the World Stu- 
dent Association. 
Camp counselor interviews 
Summer day camp and resident camp counselor posi- 
tions are available at Camp Aowakiya. The camp 
serves mentally retarded children and adults at seven 
sites throughout the Greater Cleveland area. Interviews 
are March 5. For more information contact the Student 
Employment Office. 
Carlisle's to recruit 
Carlisle's in Ashtabula will recruit at the University 
March 2 for an Executive Management Trainee posi- 
tion. Students with bachelors degrees in business who 
have an interest in retailing and will graduate in March 
or June may sign up in the Placement Office, 360 Stu- 
dent Services Bldg. 
Undergraduate alumni meeting 
The Undergraduate Alumni Association will meet to- 
day at 7:30 p.m. in the Mileti Alumni Center. Election of 
1981-82 officers will be held. 
Enter the: 
Scavenger Hunt Through the Wonderful World of Disney 
When:     Mardi Gras Saturday   Feb. 28th at 9:30 p.m. 
Where:     "Detective Headquarters" (Fort Room-Union) 
Contestants must be pre-registered in the UAO Office 
(3rd fl. Union) by 5:00 p.m. Friday Feb. 27 or in 
"The Detective Headquarters" (Fort Room-Union) by 
9:00 p.m. Sat.   Limited to 10 contestants, 50' entry fee: 
prize awarded. 
Happy Hunting, Luv Mickey 
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GREEK DAY AT ANDERSON ARENA 
FALCONS VS. KENT STATE 
SATURDAY 3:00 P.M. 
(FALCON WOMEN VS. Ml. ST. JOSEPH WOMEN AT 12:30 P.M.) 
JOM NSU'S GREEK SYSTEM IN SUPPORT OF THE FALCONS! 
SATURDAY'S 6AME Wli DETERMME Bfi'S POSITION M THE MAC POST SEASON TOURNAMENT. 
IT IS ALSO BANNER DAY WTFHIFC AMO PAItCL AWARDING PRIZES FOR THE BEST BANNERS. 
TICKETS AVAILABLE AT THE MEMORIAL HALL TICKET OFFICE 
OR AT THE GATE! 
stall photo by Scott Ktttor 
Dribbling a basketball to the University ol Toledo, Alpha Sigma Phi brothers, Jeff Malesky (BQ), Steve 
Hobbs (UT), Rich Vlertal (UT), Randy Dickens (UT) and Joe Stlerer (BQ) keep the pace steady along SR 25. 
The Joint effort between the Bowling Qreen and University of Toledo chapters was a spirit-raising event for 
last night's basketball game at UT. 
ex-hostage_^!?i! 
morale,"   Lauterbach told the au- 
dience in the Grand Ballroom. 
HE SAID that while in Iran he and 
his fellow captives hoped that some 
good would come from the hostage- 
taking. And when they came home 
and saw a "reawakening of national 
pride and patriotism," they all knew 
something positive had resulted from 
their 14% months of suffering. 
He urged the audience to keep that 
spirit alive. Not in the negative sense, 
but rather by "channeling this energy 
towards national problems and 
goals." 
Lauterbach is ready to step away 
from the podium and down from the 
platform. He wants to start back to 
work at the end of March and possibly 
get reassigned in Europe sometime in 
the late spring or early summer. 
"I want to minimize my press ex- 
posure as much as I can, without 
seeming too uncooperative," Lauter- 
bach said of the next few months. 
And besides, be says, grinning, "I 
haven't done anything to be a long- 
term celebrity." 
Learn what's new in:       Today/Tomorrow 
4 The BQ Nm February 26,1M1 
STOP RUINING 
RECORDS! 
SALE ON NEW 
DIAMOND 
PHONOGRAPH NEEDLES 
«4.00 off 
MM 1MB COUPON 
tip 
Loofcs LMt This 
Worn Polol Duwt, wviK 
Damson Record Groove 
*or*vtr 
New Neeoi* Tip 
Looks Like This 
Boll Point Glides Smoothly 
Gives BeV Pertormences 
Ktt * m, ri« i*m* >l* 0.KJ- 
WARNING1 
II your player skips on • NEW record, this 
ind'c*t*s ti-et you need to replace your *ern 
noodle. Do It NOW to protect your precious 
records from further da moo*. 
HOW otp is vow mm 
The lite o*a needle tip con coot bo measured In 
PLAYING HOURS An LP record pleys ebout 
20 minutes or one third o* on hour per side 
A synthetic Sapphire (bettor man natural 
sapphire) is good tor about H hours. A 
PFANSTIEML Diamond Tip Is flood tor 400 to 
•00 hours play. 
121 N. PMM A 
LWOOSIRST. 
'4.00 off 
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THE BROTHERS OF 
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DOUG GABRAM 
JOHN ADGATE 
GLENN BRUZIEWSKI 
COMEATULATIOIS 
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DAVE SHAFFER 
BRETT KIME 
MIKE EBERLY 
JIM GEERS 
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DAVE DILLAHUNT 
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SfricA/ancf 
Gus/om framing 
FULL 
SERVICE 
PICTURE FRAMING 
MATBOARDS AND 
MAT CUTTING 
INQUIRE ABOUT YOUR 
SPECIAL NEEDS 
MOUNTING, 
MATTING & 
FRAMING 
NOW OPEN AT 652 N. ENTERPRISE 
(BESIDE CASKET GLASS) 
352-8282 
NAVAKKI 
STUDENT SPECIALS 
wm—TM Tmur. 1973 CHEVROLET CAPRICE 
4-Door, Runs Good 
$495.00 
NAVARRE 
OLDSMOBILE-CADILLAC. Inc. 
1013 N MM. 
tovrllnf Ctttn 
APPLICATIONS 
NOW BEING 
ACCEPTED FOR: 
Editor, The BG News 
Business Manager, The BG News 
Editor, The Key 
Sales Manager, The Key 
\pplications Due By Noon Fri.,Feb2i 
106 University Hall 
Director of Student Publications 
1981-82 
CHEERLEADIHG TRYOUTS 
MONDAY, March 2 
MONDAY, April 6 
WEDNESDAY, April 8 
SUNDAY, April 12 
TUESDAY, April 14 
THURSDAY, April 16 
SATURDAY, April 25 
SUNDAY, April 26 
6-9 pm        115EducBldg 
7-10 pm 
7-10 pm 
1 pm 
7-10 pm 
7-10 pm 
9 am 
1 pm 
Anderson Arena 
Anderson Arena 
Anderson Arena 
Anderson Arena 
Anderson Arena 
Alumni Center 
Rec Center 
Registration & 
Information 
Clinic 
Clinic 
Semi-Finals 
Clinic 
Clinic 
Interviews 
Finals 
—MEN AND WOMEN WELCOME- 
BOARD OF BLACK CULTURAL ACTIVITIES 
Studant Daralopnwnt Progiuill 
and 
UNIVERSITY STUDENT ACTIVITIES 
Q  .    , 
SLAVE 
with guests 
"THEELLUSION" 
and 
"MIXED COMPANY" 
THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 26, 1981 
V*-*^,**    BOWLING GHEEN OMIWMIUOOM tOmU.OO        TOLEDO ^ 
!■»»»»»»»»» 
PROUT HALL 1981-1982 
WHERE ARE YOU LIVING DURING 1981   1QR2? 
Are You Currently Living on Campus? 
Are You Considering Living on Campus Next Year? 
Are You Interested In a New Concept In Residence Living? 
If You've Answered YES, Consider Prout Hall '81 ■ '82 
... A concentrated educational experience integrating activities that 
promote academic excellence and broaden exposure to extracurricular 
pursuits is planned for Prout Hall. A major goal will be to create a quiet 
environment that encourages scholarship; and programming that 
maximizes personal growth and develops skills of leadership and group 
participation. 
PEOPLE START IT; YOU CAN 
STOP IT 
Don't llltsr your campus or tht 
surrounding community. 
Potential Programs: 
WorkshODS 
Mini-concerts 
Tutoring/Academic Advising 
Social & Recreational Activities 
And More!!! 
House Rules: Residence Life Policies 
COED by Alternate Floors 
24-Hour Visitation 
Quiet Hours 
For More Information and or Application, See Your Hall Director 
or Stop by the Office of Residence Lite 
425 Student Services 
Applications Due March 2 to Assure Consideration 
ABORTION 
TOLL FREE 
7 a.m.-10 p.m. 
1-800-438-8039 
WANTED: FOR A RESEARCH INVESTIGATION 
Female VOLUNTEERS active in exercise, jogging 
etc. and taking oral contraceptives (The Pill). Contact 
Ms. J. Farrell by phone 372-2660 (after 5 p.m.) or 409 
Johnston Hall - Campus Mail. 
WMUMMIIIMMIIIHIIIIIIMMMIHIMMHHMMIIIMHIIM 
EN-KD BEER BLAST 
**
Cf
*G    8=30-12:30 v«*°* 
as   el 
The Miss BGSU Scholarship Pageant 
needs a logo. 
Can you help? 
All logo entries should include: 
• continuity in design, with the logos of Miss Ohio and Miss America 
Pageants. 
• the words "Miss BGSU Scholarship Pageant" 
• a design that can be printed in one ink color 
Owner of the selected logo will receive 2 dinners at the Parrot & 
Peacock Restaurant plus 2 reserved admission tickets to the Miss 
BGSU Pageant, May 9,1981 
• All entries due March 6 
Mall logos to: 
Residence Life 
425 Student Services 
sponsored by 
Executive Comm/Mee 
of the Miss BGSU 
Scholarship Pageant 
«s»   ■»    «»   e»    *> 
STARTS TOMORROW 
LIMITED ENGAGEMENT! 
(CLA-ZEL) EVENINGS AT 7:30 ft 9:30 P.M SATURDAY AT 2:00 - 7:30 * 9:30 
SUNDAY AT 2:-4:-7:30 & 9:30 
-SORRY, NO PASSES— 
Today / Tomorrow. 
Th« BQ NMI February 3«. 1»W« 
Movie, music victimization backlash to lib movement 
by David Stgworth 
Now the siren's Just an epilogue 
the cops here always get there too late ... 
And she's lucky to be alive 
the doctor whispered to the nurse 
she only lost a Vi pint of blood 
$29 and an alligator purse 
- Tom Walts 
Women as victims of violence In lyrics and movies Is not 
new. But a new form of this abuse is growing in popularity, 
possibly In protest to the women's liberation movement. 
"The type of women in these movies Is changing," Joaty 
Crawford, a state delegate to the National Organization for 
Women, says. "They are young, attractive women. 
"There's also the trend toward more graphic from im- 
plied violence," she adds. "We're more insensitive to 
violence. There's a need to be more graphic." 
Crawford says the increased amount of violence toward 
women could be interpreted as a form of backlash against 
the women's movement. 
JANE CAPUTI, a teaching fellow in the department of 
popular culture, agrees with Crawford. "I don't think (the 
violence) is new. How pictorial and vivid it is is new. 
"Nobody can explain why," Caputi says. "It's probably 
rooted in cultural needs." She says the notion that 
feminism can be killed off by killing off women may be a 
reason for the trend. 
Ken Kritzar, an advertising director of Armstrong 
theaters, agrees that onl> the technique is new. "If s the 
camera angle itself," he says, "using the camera as the 
eyes of the villain actually pinpointing the female victim." 
Kritzar says he is more prone to blame the trend on 
society in general, a society that is looking for a release, 
although different groups see it as an attack against 
women's lib. 
Examples of movies of this type include "Dressed to 
Kill," "The Eyes of Laura Mars," "Prom Night" and "My 
Bloody Valentine." 
KRITZAR SAYS these movies all have females as vic- 
tims. "Nine times out of 10 the female is slain or killed," he 
says "and it's a merciless killing." 
Caputi says the more violent movies get recognized for 
what they are, while others have a hidden abuse. She says 
"Kramer vs. Kramer" threw a slap in the face of feminism 
similar to the more violent movies because Meryl Streep's 
character was used only to set up the father-son relation- 
ship. 
Crawford says music has a similarly hidden effect: 
"You're driving in your car singing along without realizing 
what you're singing. When you stop and listen to what 
you're singing, you're shocked, but you make the excuse 
that the music Is good so it's not that bad. 
There is enough around that (this) is a problem," 
Crawford says. "We set values for a culture by what music 
they like." 
White girls they're pretty funny 
Sometimes they drive you mad 
Black girls just wanna get f all 
night 
I just don't have that much Jam 
-Mick Jagger and Keith Richards 
(The Rolling Stones) 
CAPUTI SAYS Roxy Music's "Stranded" album, releas- 
ed in 1974, obviously depicting a dead woman on the cover, 
started much of the controversy. She also cited The Rolling 
Stones and the Ohio Players as major offenders. 
CRAIG CHEETWOOD, manager of The Source in Bowl- 
ing Green, disagrees with the idea of backlash against 
women's lib and the presence of the problem Itself. "It 
depends on the person," be says. "Everyone looks at 
something differently. It's just a matter of opinion. 
"Obviously a good-looking girl on an album cover Is go- 
ing to help sell it," Cheetwood says. 
Caputi does not deny that. "Women have traditionally 
been used to sell things," she admits. "Women have been 
objects throughout the 20th century." 
The problem, along with other discriminatory problems, 
have resulted in organizations like NOW. Caputi says 
Women Against Violence Against Women, and Women 
Against Pornography also are concerning themselves with 
the violence problem. 
Kritzer says when he is contacted by a group protesting a 
film, the effects these organizations have are varied. 
I'D SEE us taking a very dose look at the situation. 
We're not dose-eyed on this," be says. 
However, Cheetwood says the letters he has received ob- 
jecting to the sale and promotion of albums are usually not 
seriously considered. 
Elizabeth AUgeier, assistant professor of psychology, 
says the overall effect of the violence has not yet been 
determined. 
"We can't make any definitive statements as to what the 
effects of mixing those two (sexually arousing and violent 
materials) are," AUgeier says. "Since we don't know, I 
can't support any legal attempts to censor it" 
You take my body - 
I give you heat 
You say you're hungry 
I give you meat 
I suck your mind 
You blow my head 
Make love - 
Inside your bed - everybody get down 
make love 
-- Freddie Mercury (Queen) 
'Disney' UAO's Mardi Gras theme 
Beginning tonight, the University 
Activities Organization will host the 
13th annual Mardi Gras. The campus- 
wide event's theme for this year Is 
"Disney on Parade," and offers a 
variety of activities with all proceeds 
going to the University Charities 
Board. 
According to Nancy Becker, vice 
president of UAO, last year's atten- 
dance for the three-day event was bet- 
ween 4,000 and 5,000 people. 
Beginning tonight at 9 p.m. until 
midnight, the Cakewalkin' Jazz'Band 
will perform at the Dixieland Jam- 
boree. Held In the Falcon's Nest of the 
Union, it offers a number of contests 
which will take place between sets 
from the band, including a cakewalk, 
a Jello slurp, and a marshmallow 
eating contest Admission Is free, but 
a driver's license will be required as 
proof of ID at the door. 
Tomorrow, UAO Happy Hours 
return with a Mouseketeer theme. 
Everyone attending the 2:30-5:30 p.m. 
event in the Falcon's Nest is en- 
couraged to wear Mickey Mouse 
t-shirts and ears. 
Then at 7 p.m. In the Grand 
Ballroom is a showing of "Mickey's 
Moviehouse." Admission and popcorn 
are free, but students attending are to 
bring either a cushion or blanket to sit 
on. The featured movie will be "101 
Dalmations." 
From   9  p.m.   to   midnight, 
Cinderella's Ball will take place at the 
Side Door of the Union. The dance will 
have a mixer-type atmosphere and 
admission is free with an ID at the 
door. 
On Saturday, the last night of Mardi 
Gras, the Union will be transformed 
into a Disney World from 8 p.m. un- 
til midnight. The Falcon's Nest will 
become Mickey's All-American Band- 
stand polka dance with "Bette and the 
Boys" from 9 p.m. until midnight Dif- 
ferent contests will be held between 
sets from the band. 
A SHOWBOAT Browsing Room will 
be the setup on the second floor with 
shows beginning at 8:30 p.m. Various 
entertainers will be performing 
throughout the night with f. itured 
performances from a magician, an 
Impressionist a singing quartet and a 
ventriloquist 
Also oq the second floor, in the 
. Grand Ballroom, will be the Magic 
Kingdom,  with  numerous carnival 
booths by various clubs and organiza- 
tions and a casino party. 
All proceeds from the casino party 
will go to charity. In the Prout 
Cafeteria, Mickey's Moviehouse once 
again will be open to all. Every hour 
the animated cartoon. Milestones for 
Mickey, will be shown. 
The third floor of the Union will be 
converted into Main Street U.S.A. 
Dumbo's Deli will take the place of 
the Alumni Room with tacos, corn 
dogs, bagels, soft drinks and more be- 
ing served in a restaurant-type at- 
mosphere. 
Also a sweet shop known as "If s A 
Small World" will be the serving site 
of many international dessert foods, 
along with such American favorites as 
ice cream, brownies, cookies, and 
candy. 
A number of mystics will be telling 
fortunes and reading palms in 
Mickey's Mystic Room, also on the 
third floor. Admission is 50 cents. 
The last part of Main Street will be a 
funhouse that offers a host of prizes at 
the end of the escapade. Called 
Disney's Dizzyhouse, an admission 
charge of 25 cents is required. 
A SCAVENGER hunt also will take 
place Saturday night. Today is the last 
day for the 50-cent registration fee. 
Throughout the week a variety of 
Disney characters will be exhibited In 
the Union Lobby. Also, through the en- 
tire week students will have a chance 
to turn in their answers to the trivia 
contest that was in the Feb. 20 News. 
Students may turn in their answers 
through tomorrow. 
Students also may wish to vote for 
the King and Queen of Mardi Gras in 
the lobby of the Union the rest of the 
week. For further information concer- 
ning any of "ie events of Mardi Gras, 
students are asked to call the UAO of- 
fice at 372-2343. 
'Bananas' straight-forward lunacy 
by Frank Carollo 
Do you remember when Woody 
Allen was more interested in making 
people laugh than in baring bis soul? 
There was a time, before 
"Manhattan" and "Stardust 
Memories," and even before "Annie 
Hall," when Allen's movies were 
primarily funny rather than personal. 
Why, even Allen's character was 
more comical than pathetic. 
Luckily, those good old days remain 
preserved in his earlier movies. And 
the best of that lot (read "funniest") 
is this week's UAO Midnight Movie: 
"Bananas" is back. 
Allen plays Fielding Melish, a pro- 
ducts tester in a large office equip- 
ment company who winds up leading 
a revolution in a South American 
banana republic. And, unlike the 
bogus sensitive/intellectual corn- 
plainer that the Allen character has 
become (especially in "Manhattan"), 
this figure is the classic Woody Allen 
schlep. 
Along the way, Allen also manages 
to parody cinematic conventions, 
symbolic dreams, TV news and com- 
mercials. The pieces of the movie 
don't always fit together too well, but 
that isn't really a problem because the 
Jokes follow each other in such rapid 
succession. The humor is physical and 
verbal, ranging from slapstick to 
plays on words. 
Gordon Lightfoot's new venture 
by Matt Zaleekl 
Gordon Lightfoot What do you 
suppose his name reminds people 
of? 
To some, the first thought of the 
Canadian born singer and 
songwriter would be "The Wreck of 
the Edmund Fitzgerald," or some 
other Lightfoot classic. But to 
many more, Lightfoot in his words 
and music, reminds them of quiet 
beautiful, scenic wilderness, or 
love songs and Canada. 
Certainly those thoughts are 
true, but the image of Lightfoot 
may soon be changed from that of a 
singer and songwriter, to that of an 
actor. 
Recently, Gordon Lightfoot 
disembarked from the strains of 
concert touring, and embarked on 
the strains of movie making. 
SCHEDULED FOR release this 
July, Lightfoot co-stars with Bruce 
("Coming Home") Dern in the 
movie "Harry Tracy, Desperado." 
In the movie, Lightfoot plays the 
role of a U.S. Marshal, Morrie 
Nathan, who pursues the "wild 
bunch." 
The movie is based on the true 
story of Butch Cassidy and the Wild 
Bunch. It takes place In 1904 in the 
Portland and Seattle area, where 
Marshall Nathan follrvrs Harry 
Tracy to the end. 
The movie and the story line 
sound good, but one has to wonder 
if Gordon Lightfoot is considering 
opening ins career more with this 
movie? 
"Not necessarily," says 
Lightfoot's manager and sister, 
Beverly Lightfoot. "It's Just 
something that was offered to him, 
and he felt he wanted to try it" 
BESIDES MAKING the movie, 
Gordon Lightfoot has been busy 
touring, and working on material 
for his next album, which should be 
released sometime in late summer 
or early fall. 
Lightfoot recently finished a 
series of concerts at Lake Tahoe, 
and a few weeks ago performed at 
the National Hockey League All- 
Star Hockey Banquet Last Friday 
evening, Lightfoot brought his act 
to Toledo's Centennial Hall for one 
performance. 
The first hour of the 2H-hour per- 
formance was very simple, with 
Lightfoot and his band playing each 
song perfect and with plenty of 
meaning. After a 20-minute break, 
Lightfoot and his band picked up 
the pace of the evening with two 
new songs sure to be on his next 
album. "Blackberry Wine" and 
"Got to Get Away " were two songs 
Lightfoot recently composed, and 
he even needed the music sheets to 
perform the songs. 
Gordon Lightfoot's next big 
engagement will be Ms annual con- 
certs that he puts on in Toronto at 
Massey Hall. 
"WE'VE BEEN doing this now 
for 13 years, and people look for- 
ward to it like they look forward to 
their birthdays," Beverly Lightfoot 
says. She also added that people 
start ordering their tickets as early 
as September, and each concert is 
always sold out. 
Lightfoot, who was born in 
Orillia, Ontario, had his whole 
viewpoint of songwrrahg changed 
in 1963 by Bob Dylan. 
Gordon Lightfoot has said, 
"After getting turned on to Bob 
Dylan, I started getting some iden- 
tity into my own songwriting." 
Lightfoot added that he had written 
about 75 songs when he first heard 
Dylan, and most of his own songs 
really didn't mean anything. 
But what really happens to Gor- 
don Lightfoot when he wants to 
write a song? 
LIGHTFOOT commented, 
"What I write most often relates 
directly to personal experience. It 
usually combines things that have 
happened to me in times past But I 
also write a lot of songs about cur- 
rent happenings." 
Although he professes to be 
merely a "traveling folksinger," 
by anyone's standards Gordon 
Lightfoot has to be one of the most 
respected singers and songwriters 
of our time. And who knows, he 
may even be a great movie actor. 
WIOT's Pat Still moves to Chicago 
Tomorrow is the last chance to 
wake up to FM 104's morning show 
with Pat and Jane. 
Pat Still, morning air personality 
and station manager of WIOT-FM, 
will start Monday at WLUP in 
Chicago, replacing Steve Dahl, who 
had gained national recognition for 
blowing up disco records. 
The 1977 University graduate said 
he is excited about the move. 
"Chicago is the second largest radio 
market in the world," Still said. "New 
York Is number one, but there's no 
way I'd want to live there." 
Still's morning spot on WIOT will be 
filled  by Buck McWilliams. Jane 
Perry, Still's partner for three and a 
half years, will continue in her news 
position. 
Still said the format for his new 
show will basically stay the same: "I 
think Steve's show missed a lot of 
music. He played only about four 
songs an hour. We'll double that" 
'IMUV sis*   ^ 
PRESENTS THE 
2nd ANNUAL 
TIE ONE ON 
DATE PARTY 
SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 28, 1981 
ALPHA CHI OMEGA 
WELCOMES INTO THE BOND 
OUR NEW ACTIVES ... 
OSe/A  XuranJ 
Bint/a jBurden 
Judith   Gorton 
OSrit/ftl Gougfilin 
(SAaron differs 
yCy/e  Cjunon 
Bint/a TiefJer 
jfOm  Jfanna 
Jiobin James 
Game Bane 
Cffen BetcJiworth 
Jam/ Binn 
Urieia Bombard/ 
•Anne  OCiese 
JCafvn  OuenJorf 
G/nJy    CParier 
Sisa [Puroy 
Jan*/ SAori 
Jill Sim/er 
Donna   Ume/e 
XOCD 
\Ou/s/an<//ny T'feJye --  Garol JticAson*. 
Gonyralufalions / 
APPLICATION FOR 
FRAZIER REAMS FELLOWSHIP 
(Deadline: Tuesday, April 14,1981 •- 
Office of the President) 
The Frazler Reams Public Affairs Undergraduate Fellowship Program was 
established in 1974 In recognition of Frazler Reams Sr. and his 
distinguished service In the broadcasting Industry and as a member of 
Congress and as a trustee of Bowling Green State University. 
Five fellowships may be granted annually to rising seniors who Intend to 
pursue careers In public affairs (speech communication and 
broadcasting, Journalism, political or governmental service, public health, 
community service, law or some other public affairs field). A rising senior 
is a student with a minimum G.P.A. of 3.2 who will attend BGSU for three 
quarters of his/her senior year, and who will graduate no sooner than 
March 1962. Each fellow will receive $1,000 to be applied toward tuition, 
fees, room and board during his/her senior year. Fellows will be selected 
by a committee composed of BGSU faculty, a vice president of the 
University and a representative of the Reams family. The selection of 
fellows will be based on an initial screening process and further review 
which may include personal Interviews. 
The application form and all support materials, including letters of 
recommendation, must be submitted to the President's Office (2nd Floor, 
McFall Center) by 5 p.m., Tuesday, April 14, 1981. 
Recipients will be notified prior to any public announcement of the 
awards which will be presented at a luncheon on or about Friday, May 8, 
1981. Fellows will be asked to make a brief acceptance speech at the 
luncheon. 
Bowling Green State University 
College of Musical Arts Opera Theatre 
presents 
Georges Bizet's 
Carmen 
Friday, March 6 8:00 p.m. 
Saturday, March 7 8:00 p.m. 
Sunday, March 8 3:00 p.m. 
Kobacker Hall - Musical Arts Center 
Adults $6.00       Students $3.00 
Ticket information available 
by calling Kobacker Box 
Office: 372-0171 
M.W.F 10-4     T, TR 1-7 
• Thsj M NWM February M, 1M1 
Classifieds. revisions.^!: 
LOiT » FOUND 
Lo«t pr. ol designer glau«, 
Mamas Inmo, parch like type 
can.  Reward ottered H found. 
Call SHaryn at M?-e*10.  
Low gray wool blazer w/*cart at 
Sloma CHI parly 1/11. 
Presidential Lounge. Reward. 
No quantum asked.  1 SOS or 
MOM.  
Loal Fairmont Eatt -IT silver 
class rin» with blua stone 
Initial! CMM on inside Reward 
145S1. 
moat 
HELP - 1 males need ride to 
Florida lor Spr Brk. Will help 
pay for ga«. Call 17111H. 
smvicti oa-fenao  
Housewlle would Ilka to do 
STUDENTS' laundry. 35J07I3 
aak fee Linda, call alter Mam 
*"r«»»r-  
Emotional and/or malarial 
praonaney aid can be yours H you 
naad It. Contact EM PA ISI less 
or 153-7041. Any Info given 
conHoYanilal.  
rtwoMu  
UT Kara, conprata on going 
active. I knew you.could do It. 
Wasn't all that walling worth lf?l 
Just kaap remembering that you 
are a member of the Outstanding 
Sorority on campus. I'm proud ol 
you. Little! Gamma Phi love «. 
mlna. Your Big. Lli.  
Sigma Nu Kappa Oalta BEER 
BLAST. IFCStroh's Case 
stacking   Awards.   Fab.   ?s 
»:30-1?:30 Commons.  
Valuable Summer Experience. 
Counsalor positions opan. 
Independent living program for 
girls with primary disability of 
mental retardation. Call 
214-4*3 Mil or write indep Inc. 
4*7 Catlln Rd. Richmond Hts., 
Ohk) 44141.  
Congrats to Phi Kappa Tau 2nd 
Place Team Captain, Fergy, 
Howie a. Eitman  Delta Gamma 
Anchor Splash Team.  
Am* - your understanding has 
made ma love you even more. 
C'mon Spring    Dave.  
Brothers ol Kappa Sigma: 
TOGA TOGA TOGA 
TOGA TOGA TOGA 
TOGA TOGA TOGA 
Love. The Stardusters.  
Sigma  Nu Kappa  Oalta BEER 
BLAST 
IFCStroh's   Case-Stacking 
Awards.   Fab.  II.   I:M 12:10 
Commons.  
IMPRINTED SPORTSWEAR 
IMPRINTED SPORTSWEAR 
CAST COURT, 117 E.  COURT, 
152- l»W  
Buying Gold I Silver 
Paying Highest Prices 
Jewelry Bo«, 133 W   Wi 
CASH PAID FOR GOLD CLASS 
RINGS. Check other prices, then 
call 153 4175 for the highest gold 
prices offered. Ask for Stave. 
Sigma Nu-Kappa Delta BEER 
• LAST. IFCStroh's Case- 
Stacking   Awards.   FeB.Ji. 
1:38-13:30 Commons.  
Brothers ol Kappa Sigma, We're 
ready for the good times to roll, 
this Saturday night! Think Toga 
4   gat   craiyl    Love.   The 
Stardusters.  
Hey Lima Sherrl Halal WOW I 
You finally did III Now you're In 
you've got the pint 
Congratulations • you're a 
fantastic llttlel Lova. Your Blgl 
BILL McCLEAVE Congrats on 
being chosen Delta Gamma 
Bathing Beauty! We're proud of 
you Love, Your DG Coaches. 
Feel like a child at heart? Sea 101 
DALMATIONS 7pm Grand 
Ballroom. Feb. 27. Free 
Admission 4 popcorn. Bring your 
own blanket.  
To our Delta Gamma Coaches - 
Thanks for keeping us from 
drowning L sorry Dave thought 
he   was   a   submarine.   The 
Lambda Chl's.  
Live Music - Live Music - 
Upstairs at The Longbrench - 
Thur. thru Saturday Doors open 
at 9:00pm ■ Coma early for a good 
seat. Quality entertainment in 
BG's lineal Night Club! 
DARROW ICE CREAM 
MARCH 1 
DARROW ICE CREAM 
MARCH 1 
DARROW ICE CREAM 
MARCH 1 
Sigma Nu Kappa Delia BEER 
BLAST. IFC Stroh's Case 
Stacking Awards. Fab. 31. 
• .30-12:10 Commons 
TIE ONE ONI 
TIE ONE ONI 
TIE ONE ONI 
TKE LEI PARTY 
TKE LEI PARTY 
TKE LIE PARTY 
TKE LEI PARTY 
TKE LEI PARTY 
TKE LEI PARTY 
TKE LEI PARTY 
Congratulations to Greg Stetenl 
Si Robin Treend on your Sigma 
Nu Alpha   Xi   lavallarlng.   The 
Brothers.  
Customized T-shirts, larsays ft 
sportswear. Group rales lor data 
parties, dorms, fraternity ft 
sorority. Low cost • Fast 
Delivery. Call Tim 352 27s*. 
CAN'T MAKE IT SOUTH OVER 
SPRING BREAK? we have a 
program to III your budget. The 
Tanning Center at Hair 
Unlimited.   143  W.   Wooster. 
353-374*.  
Delta Zola's ft dates (that's you. 
Mark!) Gat psyched for the best 
Formal ever! See ya Saturdayl 
Only  1  more day until  Take's 
Hawaiian Lai Party I  
Sigma Nu-Kappa Delta BEER 
BLAST. IFC-Stroh's Case 
Stacking   Awards.   Feb.   M. 
1:30-1110 Commons.  
Tom Silk ft Stave Wllkeni 
congratulations on being 
accepted to Law School. The 
Brothers of Sigma Phi Epslktn. 
Lll' Carol, Congratulations on 
going active. I'M SO PROUD! 
Gamma Phi love ft mine, your 
Big Sue.  
ONLY ONE MORE DAYI! 
HURRY ft get your entry in for 
unmask the mascot at WFALI 
Submit those drawings to 41] 
South Hall or The Source. 
GIRLS! LOSE WEIGHT BY 
SPRING. Now, learn to lose by 
listening. Lose pounds ft stay 
slim by learning the psychology 
of weight loss. Order this new 
cassette tape. Call 352 737? or 
3723443   ft   order    LISTEN   ft 
LOSE.  
Merc So you ilnelly mada II to 
the big 21!! Happy Birthday ft 
have a few drinks for me! Love. 
Janet.  
Lecorchlck. Happy 21st 
Birthday! It's time to celebrate. 
This Is your year, Daytone, MSB 
ft our apartment. Love ya sis. 
Mack.  
Nancy ft Janet. Alias Bobo Lips 
Cleavagee ft Jsaanet. We the 
Ghetto Dwellers wish to say 
Congrats on the engagements, 
lust make sure you always lake 
care ol your cleavages "Never 
let the pencils slip."  
Congratulations to all Alpha Phi 
Omega Pledges. Gel psyched for 
happy hours on Friday. 
Delta Gamma Coaches. Phi Mu's 
ft ABT's. The Brothers ol Sigma 
Phi Epsilon would Ilka to express 
their sincere appreciation for 
your help with the Anchor 
Splash. Sincerely, The Brothers. 
DG's ft Tekes Thanks lor the 
great time on Friday night. The 
Brothers of Lambda Chi.  
To the Women ol Phi Mu. thanks 
for the excellent warm-up last 
Thursday. Let's do It again soon! 
The Brothers of Sigma Nu. 
Sigma Nu-Kappa Dalta BEER 
BLASTIFC Stroh's Case- 
Stacking   Awards.   Fab.   28 
1:30-12:30 Commons.  
Congrats to the BGSU Women's 
Ski Team lor finishing 2nd In the 
Michigan Regional 
Championships! I Good Luck to 
the entire taam In t »w York Ihls 
weekend. GO FOl.  mil Love, 
Janet.  
Congratulations Mary ft Mark on 
your   Alpha   Chi Sigma   Chi 
lavaliering. Best ol luck to both 
ol you In the future. The AX's 
SAE's-Tha   Alpha   Xl's  art 
psyched for the exchange dinner 
Thursday ft the tea Friday! Wa 
can't wait to be held hostage by a 
monlrom Irani!  
Congratulations to Esther 
Donnelly Phi Kappa Tau Ittl 
Sweetheart Love, The Brothers. 
DZ's • Formal is round the corner 
so break out the guys, booze ft 
fun times ft let's get rowdy! I 
Alpha Sigma Pkl a.Uata.il 
Taam. Good luck tonight In your 
playoff game. Wa know you can 
do It. We're behind you all the 
way. Lova. your III' slsaes. 
Lll' Janet - Congratulations on 
becoming Active Alpha Chi 
Omega) Many more good times 
are  ahead.   Love,   Your   Big, 
Michole.  
Dixieland Jamboree tram f-llam 
In the Nast on Thursday. Feb. 34 
with the Calk Walkln Jass Band. 
Catch the Mardl Ores Spirit. 
Good luck to the Alpha SMts In tke 
basketball playetfs. wa hope yaw 
score blgl The brothers ol Alpha 
Sigma   Phi.  P.S. -  the  Phoenix 
lakes Fllghti  
UACfs Mardl Ores Feb. 34-37-3* 
in ma Union. Catch the Mardl 
Gras Spirit ft visit Disney's 
World. A fulfilled evening an 
Saturday. Fab. 21 from H2. 
WANTED  
1 M. rmle. needed to sublet Spr. 
Qtr   S210 qtr. Own Room. Call 
Christopher. 1S2-00W.  
1 F. rmte. needed Spring '•!. Low 
rent. Call 352-2414.  
1 F. rmte. for F , w. ft Sp. qtr*. 
next yr. To share apt. w/2 other 
F's. Can nay own bdrm. 1 qtr. 
Call 352 440S.  
1 M. Spr. Qtr S10S mo. Includ. 
utll. Close to campus. Plenty of 
privacy  357 1170.       
1 F. to share apt. lor next yr. 
Close to campus. S327 qtr. plus 
elec.  Call  Carolyn  373-IOie or 
Joyce 373X11.  
WANTED: FOR A RESEARCH 
INVESTIGATION. Famala 
VOLUNTEERS active In 
exercise, logging etc. fttaklng 
oral contraceptives (The Pill). 
Contact Ms. J. Farrell by Phone 
172-2460 (alter 5pm) or 40* 
Johnston Hall-campus mall. 
1M. rmte. to share nice turn. apt. 
for Spr. Qtr. »112 mo ft ph. Elec. 
Close to campus. 352-4254. 
2 F. rmtes. needed for Spr. ft Sm. 
qtrs. S110 mo. ulil Includ. Call 
3521754.  
1 M. Senior or grad student. 
Double room. Close to campus. 
Private   entrance   ft   kitchen. 
353-8043.  
Student lor 1112 Kit. yr. to live- 
In. Room ft board In exchange for 
light housework ft babysitting. 
154 1024 alter 7pm. 
—I "—r i ■.».. -»—r*r 
2 F.  rmtes.  for Spr.  ft  Sum. 
Behlng  Dines.  S120  mo.  utll. 
Includ. 352*305.  
F. rmte. to sublet house Spr Qtr. 
Own room. Ckxte to campus. MS 
plus utll. 152-4411.  
1 M. needs apt. or house 
Immediately   for   II 12   school 
year. 153-301*.  
Needed immediately! I or t F. 
rmtes. 2 bdrm. apt. an 3rd St 
Furn  vary nice. SI47 or $73.50 
mo. Leslie 352-0244.  
1 F. rmte. for apt. In Spr. (1. 31* 
E. Marry St. Call 352-H47. 
Rmte. needed to share nice, big 
house, own bdrm. S132 ft elec. 
mo.   March   l   thru   spat.   I. 
154-1154.  
1 F. rmte. for Spr. Qtr. Right by 
campus SMO mo. ft utll. Call 
Anne 352 54*0.  
F. rmte. needed. 1 bdrm. house. 
Your  own  room.   Ph.  332 4*45 
anytime.  
F. non-smoker to share apt. Spr. 
Qtr. (Buff on Clough St.) SW0 ft 
utll. Call 352-4343.  
F. rmte. wanted Immediately. 
House close to campus. Own 
room. Call Mary 152 7142. 
M/F 2 rms. to subls. for Spt. Qtr. 
In 5 bdrm. house Close to 
campus.   $240   qtr.   plus  utll. 
352 2*00.  
Wanted: Photographic models 
(female, over II); SI0 par hr. 
Mall recent photo, and short 
resume to Photo Technics. Inc. 
P.O. Box 723. Main Post Office, 
435 S.  St.  Clalr,  Toledo, Ohio 
434*5. . 
F. rmte. Immediately. Clow to 
campus. «»5 mo. Apt. 12 D 521 E. 
Merry. Ph. 352-7*30.  
M. rmte. Spr. Qtr. Sao mo. 4 
bdrm. house. 2nd St. 352 1417. 
2 F. for 11-12 year to share apt. at 
Rockledge Manor. For Info 
please call Chris al 353 4595 or 
Laurie 352-0263.  
Crlstian F. needs apt  for Spr. 
Qtr. Call 152 5473  
1 F. needed to sublet Haven 
House Apt. for rest of sch. yr. 
Close  to  campus,   reasonable 
rent. 352-l'V.  
F. non-smoker rmte. needed I 
Spr. Close to campus. Nice! Has 
everythlngl 3B-7417.  
To subls. lmmediately-2 bdrm 
apt. on «th St. All furniture new. 
Rant $350  mo. plus  alec. Call 
352 2521 ext. 2*3 anytime.  
1 F. rmte. to share turn, house. 
Spr. Qtr. Great rmtesl Si 10 mo. 
Includ.   utll.   Call   after  5pm. 
152-5531.  
M/F rmte. for Spr. Qtr. «31 7th 
St.eV Ph. 352-1411 alter 11:00pm. 
F. rmte. wanted Nice apt. Very 
close to campus. 352 5*53.  
HELP WANTED 
Lltaquard at 4-H Camp Palmar 
for approx. 7 wks. begin. Juno 14. 
Must have WSI. US wk. plus 
room ft brd Contact Richard 
Martin. Wood County Extension 
Office. 1 Courthouse Square, BG. 
357-4531 ext. 2M1. 
FOR SALE  
Blaifsusa banlo w/hardahell 
case    Excell.   cond.   $3*5  firm. 
152 5*03 after «pm.  
Royal typewriter, 1*9* model, 
excell. cond. It will last forever L 
fall you nayr. Capital letters, 
small print ft large. Best deal 
ever ■ call Flndlay 1 424-OSOe. 
FREEI 2 M. pupa. 4 mo's. 40 lbs 
poodlo/lab/eetter. 352 5549. 
FOR RENT  
Summer Apt*. CJI 7th St. $450 for 
entire summer.  John Newtove 
Real Estate. 352 4553.  
Summer Apt*. 521 E. Marry, 
mar campus. $450 lor entire 
summer.   John   New love   Real 
Estate 352-0553.  
Delux accom. for women student 
for   Fall   Qtr.   Across  Irom 
Rodgera. Call 352 7345.  
THURSTIN MANOR APTS. AC, 
FULLY CARPETED. CABLE 
TV, EFFICIENCIES. 
LAUNDRY FACILITIES. NOW 
LEASING FOR SUMMER ft 
FALL. 451 THURSTIN AVE. 
352-5435. 
Lg. single room w/cooklng for M. 
student. Spr. Qtr. Near campus. 
152 7345.  
F. rmte. needed to rent apt. Own 
bdrm., all utll, except elec. 
Includ. In S*l mo. rant. Close to 
campus,   swim,   pool   access. 
35*1740.  
2 bdrm. turn, mobile home. 
Summer ft/or Fall. 2 F. pref. 
Opposite   Towers.   352-0174  or 
352-7414.  
Spr. Qtr. only, 2 bdrm. apt. Avail. 
Fall eftIc. ft 1 bdrm. June Occup. 
2  bdrm  w/flreplece  ft  attach 
garage. 352-3445.  
Summer rentals. Reduced rates. 
Newtove Realty. 352-5141. 
Apt. subls. Spr Sum. 1 lg bkrm 
$220 ft alec, gas heat. UO 4th It 
357-5454. 
Houses ft  Apt*.  1*11 «2 school 
year.   Call   Newlove   Realty. 
352 5141  
Quiet, sound controlled turn, 
studios w/bullt-ln bookcases, 
attic storage ft short term leases 
avail. Grad students only. Call 
now 152-74*1.  
CAMPUS MANOR. Now renting 
for Summer. Special Rates. Ph. 
352 9302 or 352 7345 eve*.  
Now leasing: Efficiencies. 1 or 2 
bdrm. furn. or unfurn. apts. 
MEADOWVIEW COURT, 214 
Napoleon  Rd.  Bowling  Green. 
152-11*5.  
Rid* needed lor 2 to Ft. 
Lauderdale. Fla over Spr. Brk. 
Will help with expenses. Call 
Charles 352 Ml*. 
Among several points in the proposed document 
discussed. Drew Forhan, SGA representative to the 
Board of Trustees, questioned a section which would 
allow the SGA president and vice president to be paid 
for their services. 
Now, these executives are not compensated, but 
Gallagher explained, "Bowling Green is one of the few 
universities that doesn't give any type of compensation 
to their student government presidents and vice 
presidents." 
Because these executives often contribute their own 
money to SGA while in office, be added, "We should be 
progressive and do what the rest of America does." 
Also at the meeting Kortokrax announced that Shelly 
Giterman will serve as acting SGA vice president, fill- 
ing the position Brian Hearing vacated Monday. She 
was Hearing's assistant. 
Giterman will serve until Kortokrax is given a list of 
nominations from which to choose a vice president. Her 
choice also must be approved by the senate. 
PRESENTS:   H4KDI CRA§t! 
Monday, February 23 
See the Disney Characters exhibit throughout the week in the Union Lobby. 
Pre-registration for Saturday night Scavenger Hunt - Registration until February 26 in the 
UAO office, SO cents Vote for King & Queen of Mardi Qras all week In the Union Lobby 
Friday, February 27 
Mouseketeer Happy Hours. 2:30-5:30 p.m. in the Falcon's Nest. Everyone Is encouraged 
to wear Mickey Mouse t-shirts & ears. FREE ADMISSION, Drivers license required as 
proof of I.D. 
Mickey's Moviehouse. 7 p.m., Grand Ballroom-2nd floor Union - features the animated 
movie, 101 Dalmatian*. FREE ADMISSION and popcorn. Just bring a blanket to sit on. 
Cinderella's Ball. 9 p.m.-12 a.m. Side Door of the Union. FREE ADMISSION, proof of I.D. 
required. Mixer type atmosphere. 
Saturday, February 28 
The University Union will be transformed Into a Disney "World" 8 p.m. -12 
a.m. 
First Floor • Mickey's All American Bandstand Polka Dance in Falcon's 
Nest with "Bette and the Boys" from 9 p.m.-12 a.m. Contests will be held 
between sets. 
Second Floor - Showboat Browsing Room. A non-stop stream of entertain- 
ment with a magician, Impressionist, quartet, ventriloquist and more! 
Shows start at 8:30 pjn. 
Magic Kingdom Grand Ballroom. 8 p.m.-12 a.m. is the site of the casino par- 
ty and carnival booths. 
Mickey's Moviehousa. Prout Cafeteria. The animated cartoon, Milestones 
for Mlckev. will be shown every hour. 
Third Floor • Travel Down Main Street, U.S.A. to. .. 
Dumbo's Dell - Alumni Room, this restaurant will serve tacos, corn dogs, 
bagels, soft drinks and more. 
It's a Small World - a sweet shop that will serve International dessert foods 
along with good ole' American favorites-ice cream, brownies, cookies and 
candy. 
Mickey's Mvstlc Room - a number of mystics will be telling fortunes and 
reading palms. Fifty cents admission. 
Disney's Dlzzvhouaa. a definite funhouse which offers a host of prizes at 
the end of the escapade. 
Thursday, February 26 
Dixieland jamboree with the "Cakewalkln Jazz Band," 9-12 a.m. Falcon's Nest of the Union. 
A number of fun-filled contests such as a cakewalk, Jello-slurp and marshmallow eating con- 
tests, will take place between sets. FREE ADMISSION. Drivers license required as proof of 
I.D. 
•***-4**e*a>4»**»>«4»»^«*V*«*e4»»«e****«**i***^ 
Read The BG News. 
It'll keep you Informed 
of what's happening 
In the city and on campus! 
Saw 
Complete Service for Imported 
and Small Domestic Cars 
Day Service 
Often Available - Phone First 
352-703I 
1HOP   MOUBS    auO-WMl 
IV955 KRAMCB HOAO 
BOWLING OBfl-iOHiO 
LUMINIZE 
..AND TURN THE LIGHTS ON 
Get. Brown Ha.r IN YOUR HAIR 
Glowing... v 
Brings Out the Radiance 
In Redheads ... 
Gives Blonde Hair a 
Little Lift of Sunshine... 
Makes Frosting* Look 
More Delicious than 
Ever! 
Stop By or Call Today lor 
Your Free Consultation. 
HOURS: 
Mon. ■ Thur*. 8 a.m. • 8 P-m. 
Friday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m. 
Sat. 8:30 ■ 1:30 
.the. Appointments Not Always Necessary 
ARRANGEMENT 
123 E. Court 
We use ond recommend 
352-4101 
REDKEN^,, 
TIM BQ N«wt February 26, 1M1 7 
Inflation rate falls to 9.1 percent 
WASHINGTON (AP) - Inflation slowed to a 
9.1 percent annual rate in January, the lowest 
level since last summer, as rare declines in food 
and house prices helped offset new bursts in 
energy costs, the government reported yester- 
day. 
The most unusual development was a 0.4 per- 
cent drop in house prices, the first decline in 
five years and the largest since 1987. 
However, the Reagan administration, in its 
latest pitch forage of the president's economic 
program, said a respite from double-digit infla- 
tion would be short-lived and consumers can ex- 
pect steeper price increases in the months 
ahead — even for food and housing. 
PRESIDENT REAGAN'S budget director, 
David Stockman, said the report "indicates that 
we're still in a dangerous double-digit inflation 
environment in this country" and underscores 
the need for the "deep budget cuts" the ad- 
ministration is proposing. 
Murray Weidenbaum, chairman of the White 
House  Council of Economic Advisers, said, 
January's figures, "although welcome, pro- 
vides little basis for optimism with regard to 
the underlying rate of inflation." 
Meanwhile, the Federal Reserve moved 
Tuesday to damp down further on the growth of 
the nation's money supply, and its chairman 
warned the Congress would only worsen infla- 
tion if it whittles away at Reagan's proposed 
budget cuts. 
RESERVE BOARD Chairman Paul Volcker 
also declared that unless inflation abates, the 
central bank's money policy will mean further 
pressure on the economy's ability to expand. 
Part of Reagan's economic program calls for 
the steps announced Tuesday by Volcker, who 
endorsed the president's proposals. 
The encouraging news for shoppers in 
January was that food prices at grocery stores 
fell 0.4 percent, the first decline in 11 months, 
while clothing costs declined 0.2 percent 
Gasoline prices, however, jumped 3.8 percent 
and fuel oil prices were up 7.5 percent last 
month. 
ALL SOURCES of energy accounted for one- 
third of last month's total rise in consumer 
prices, and further steep increases for energy 
are due in February as a result of President 
Reagan's decision on Jan. 28 to lift remaining 
price controls on domestic oil. 
Overall, consumer prices rose 0.7 percent in 
January, the smallest increase since last July 
and a noticeable slowdown from the 1 percent 
increases during each of the prior four months. 
As a result of moderating prices, workers' 
inflation-adjusted weekly earnings rose 0.7 per- 
cent in January, the largest monthly increase in 
four years. But the gain was more than offset by 
a sharp jump in Social Security taxes. Conse- 
quently, workers' buying power declined 0.1 
percent for the month and was down 4 percent 
since January 1980, the Labor Department said. 
With January's increases, the Consumer 
Price Index stood at 260.5, which means that a 
fixed basket of goods and services that cost 8100 
in 1987 cost $260.50 last month. 
WUUUJ 
SPRING FASHION 
SHORT SETS $7.99 & UP 
T-SHIRTS $3.00 A UP 
GAUZE SHIRTS $7.00 & UP 
WARN-UP SUITS $19.99 ft UP 
FJttiot W 
PREFERRED PROPERTIES CO 
835 HIGH ST.-RENTALOFFICE 
PHONE 352-9378 
9:004:30 
APARTMENT COMPLEXES 
• Haven House 
• Piedmont Aprts.-8th & High St. 
• Buckeye House-649 Sixth St. 
• Blrchwood Place-650 Sixth St. 
• Meadowlark-818 Seventh St. 
• Small Bldgs.-Between 6th S 7th St. 
FEATURES 
• 2 Bedroom-Furnished 
• Gas Heat & Air-Condltioning 
• Laundry Area in Each Building 
• Tenants Pay Electric Only 
• Lots of Closet Space 
SPECIAL FEATURES 
• All residents have use of year round pool 
with large game party room, kitchen, huge 
fireplace. Ping pong, pool table, pin ball 
machines. 
OTHER RENTALS 
• Houses, efficiencies, 1 bdrm. 
• Furnished & Unfurnished 
WANTED 
COLD AND SILVER 
REWARD 
We pay the MOST MONEY in town 
all the time for your precious metal jewlery. 
— ALSO BUYING — 
* Gold Filled items * 
Silver Coins. Silver Dollars 
and Sterlinq Silver items 
• WE MAKE THE TRIP WORTH IT! • 
Tues.-Fh. The Jc'A'Ierv Box 
10-5 133 W. Wooster 
*             w                                                     HAPPY HOURS "fefofcfioic? J 
2        *0 Jit Jk ^                    EVERY NIGHT £Bmp * 
^TMFA      FROM 7.9 Ysw&r- * 
{ 115 EAST COURT             **%, C/»C $S       K* J 
t CALL 352-8707                                      W ^^C 
PLAYOFF PREVIEW! 
BGSU 
VS. 
N. MICHIGAN 
FRIDAY  SATURDAY 7:30 P.M. 
THE FALCONS HOST TWIST PUCE 
WILDCATS IN A PREVIEW OF THE CCHA 
PLAYOFFS. DON'T MISS ANY OF THE 
EXCITING ACTION! 
GOOD SEATS ARE 
STILL AVAILABLE 
BE THERE! 
ROLLER SKATES 
INDOOR Of OUTDOO" 
High Top loot* wd Jogging Strta 
WhootetndAecoooonr 
JM EnttrpntM, nc 
SUTUSUCOTB 
M40 W. Central AM. 
T«M*,OM>4M0» 
(419) 475 Mil 
SKATEBOARDS -ICE SKATES • X-COUHW SKIS 
m 
60< OFF 
Rny medium pizza 
with on* or more items 
plSsr1 b» 
352-5166 
ONf COUPON PfB Pl/Zfi 
Expire Mardi   15.   1981 
iCQUPQMi 
ADD 
YOURSELF. 
MULTIPLY 
KNOWLEDGE. 
Ihe I 
■ • 
■ 
.-. how to ti ■•■■ ••■ ' 
... 
n us 
MARCH 5th & 6th 
INTERVIEWS: CAREER PLANNING & PLACEMENT 
INFORMATION: UNION FOYER 
DETROIT AREA OFFICE:  1-800-521-8686 
Republic [HH 
At Republic Steel,were 
building a super team. 
And you could be 
one of our high draft 
choices--for a super 
career in steel. 
You'll feel a sense of strength and vitality at Republic Steel. For good 
reasons. We're looking to the future, in every department. And 
shaping it, through excellence in management. At Republic, millions 
are being invested in large-scale modernization programs, and 
millions more in new, state-of-the-art facilities. We've always been a 
leader in steelmaking technology, and our research Is finding new 
products to solve industry problems—stronger, lighter-weight, more 
advanced steels. And this is only part of everything that's happening. 
You'll find sophisticated management in every area. Management 
that wants you to take part—to stretch, grow and contribute. There is 
no Industry more essential than steel, and no challenges more 
demanding than those you'll face at Republic Steel today. The 
continuing challenges that differentiate a career from a job. 
And entry level opportunities are open, equally, to all who qualify. 
You can choose good-living locations offering fast-paced metro- 
politan-style in Chicago, Cleveland and Buffalo, or small community 
environment such as Canton/Masslllon, Ohio; Warren/Youngstown, 
Ohio; and Gadsden, Alabama. Make plans to see the Republic 
representative who will visit your campus soon, or send your resume 
to Supervisor, College Relations and Recruitment, Republic Steel 
Corporation, P. O. Box 6778, Cleveland OH 44101. 
We will Interview on March 6,1981 
"an equal opportunity employer" 
Republic 6 I 
New, space-age alloy 
that looks as good as gold, 
wears as good as gold, costs about half as much. 
SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY OFFER: Save $10 
off the regular price. (Offer valid through February 27 
ONLY.) 
Yellow Lustrium rings by Josten's available daily 
at the University Bookstore 
H 0 
8 The BQ Nwi February 26, 1861 
Sports. 
Brrr: 
First-half cold spell chills Falcons 
by Pat Kennedy 
stall reporter 
TOLEDO - Time, it is said, catches 
up with everybody and last night at 
Centennial Hall it caught up with 
Bowling Green. 
Failure to control the crucial 
periods at the end of the first half and 
the beginning of the second half, along 
with poor field goal shooting, poor 
shot selection and key Toledo defen- 
sive rebounds, put the Falcons into a 
hole which they tried desperately to 
dimb out of in the final two minutes 
and failed in dropping a 61-56 Mid- 
American Conference contest to the 
Rockets. 
The loss drops BG to 9-6 in the MAC 
and 14-11 overall, while UT climbs to 
1&5, 18-7. 
After John Green, who started in 
place of the injured Jay Lehman, hit a 
free throw with 1:46 left in the game, 
Toledo controlled a 6<W0 lead. But the 
Falcons, in a full-court press and foul- 
ing in desperation, rallied. 
COLIN IRISH picked up a loose ball 
rebound and slammed it home at 1:19; 
David Jenkins hit a 15-foot jumper 
with a minute left and Joe Faine, BG's 
leading scorer with 22 points, hit an 
18-footer with : 22 left to pull Bowling 
Green to within four, 60-56. The 
Falcons had the ball, but threw it 
away and when Harvey Knuckles, the 
game's leading scorer with 23 points, 
hit a free throw with four seconds left, 
the Rockets had the game on ice. 
BG coach John Weinert said he felt 
his team could have won the game. 
"We were down by 11 with four 
minutes to go, and when we were 
down by four with the ball, I thought 
we were in pretty good shape," he 
said. "I thought we could score and go 
for another steal. We had two 
timeouts left. 
"If there is any similarity (between 
the way Bowling Green played at 
Toledo and vice-versa), at our place 
Toledo got themselves down and we 
got ourselves down in the first half." 
THE GAME was played fairly even- 
ly for the first 15 minutes, with neither 
team controlling more than a three- 
point advantage, until Knuckles 
scored on a 12-foot jumper with 4:31 
remaining to make the score 21-14 in 
favor of the Rockets. Knuckles driv- 
ing layup at :54 capped a 10-4 UT 
streak and gave Toledo a 31-18 
margin, before Emzer Shurelds hit a 
15-footer with six seconds left to cut 
the lead to 31-20. 
Early in the second half, the 
Rockets continued to cling to leads of 
13 points, the last, 37-24, coming when 
Dan Boyle hit a 15-foot jumper with 
16:49 left, before the Falcons began a 
minor rally. 
Irish hit a pair of 12-foot jumpers 
arid Faine, Bowling Green's leading 
scorer with 22 points, scored on a 
16-footer to make the score 37-30 at 
14:47. But BG, hampered by poor 
shooting, 41 percent in the second half 
and 35 percent for the game, could not 
break the six-point barrier until late in 
the game, and Toledo had the impor- 
tant MAC victory. 
UT coach Bobby Nichols said the 
Rockets probably p'ayed too cautious- 
ly at the end, and this allowed the 
Falcon rally. 
"WE GOT the job done," he said. 
"We did a good job on the defensive 
boards - Mitch Adamek was a bear on 
the defensive boards. I don't think 
Harvey Knuckles should have taken a 
shot with 22 seconds left." 
Weinert said he does not look at 
crucial points, but at crucial periods. 
"We had a couple of chances to cut 
the lead to six points, but I think they 
(crucial points) are overrated. Look- 
ing at the crucial periods in the game, 
the only one we controlled was the last 
five minutes. 
"We shot 26 percent in the first half. 
We had very poor shot selection and 
showed very poor patience. 
Sometimes when you're very emo- 
tional, you play a little cold." 
The Falcons return home Saturday 
to play Kent State in the final regular 
season game. With wins by Ball State, 
Western Michigan and UT, BG may 
be out of the running for the post- 
season playoff bye and will attempt to 
nail down a home playoff berth in the 3 
p.m. encounter. 
Ball State defeated Ohio at Athens, 
76*3 to remain even with Toledo at 
10-5. Also keeping pace is Western 
Michigan, as the Broncos came away 
from Oxford with a 71-70 victory over 
Miami. 
The Falcons are joined by Northern 
Illinois in a fourth-place tie. The 
Huskies defeated Eastern Michigan, 
74-57, at DeKalb, 111. 
Central Michigan is alone in the con- 
ference cellar after losing to Kent 
State, 7845. 
BOWLING GREEN 156) Fame 8-6-22.- Irish 
52 12. Flowers204; Newbern 3 0 6.Greer 2-0-4; 
Jenkins 2 0 4; Shurelds 102; and Miday 1-0-2. 
Totals: 24 8 56 
TOLEDO (oil Knuckles II 1 23; Boyle 6-2 14; 
Adamek 5 3 13; Reiser 2 0-4. Green 0-4 4; Roth 
0 1 1; and Rieker I 0 2  Totals: 25 II 61 
stall photo by Dean Koeptler 
Bowling Green's Colin Irish (32) controls play while BG's Marcus Newbern (21) and Toledo's Brian Roth 
(33) stand by. The Rockets controlled the game, however, 6156. 
Stolz signs 25 players to national letters of intent 
Twenty-five football players - 18 
from Ohio, six from Michigan and one 
from Wisconsin - have signed na- 
tional letters of intent with Bowling 
Green. 
The group includes two quarter- 
backs, one running back, five 
receivers, six offensive linemen, four 
defensive linemen, four linebackers, 
one defensive back and two kickers. 
The coaching staff is hoping to sign 
one more player who has been offered 
a scholarship, a tight end prospect 
The 18 Ohio players are Charlie 
Burke (Qmton/Tirnken), Vic Cales 
(Washington Court House), Jim 
Frericks (Orcleville), Marlin Graden 
(W. Chester/Lakota), Jim Gresbach 
(Westlake/St. Edward), Gene Hoff- 
man (Burgoon/Lakota), Steve 
Howard (Cincinnati/Green Hills), 
Brian Johnson (Mansfield/Madison), 
Scott Mroczkowski (Monclove/ 
Anthony Wayne), Rick Neiman 
(Euclid), Scott Norris (Port Clinton), 
Mark Rader (Berea), Ted Shingleton 
(North Canton), Shawn Slmms 
(Fremont/Ross), Kevin Talley 
(Akron/Garfield), Trent Tate (Canal 
Winchester), Steve Truchly (Dover), 
and Gehad Youssef (Toledo/Central 
Catholic). 
Also signing with Bowling Green are 
Ken Babich (Mt. Clemens, Mich.), 
Dave Gibson (Warren, 
Mich/Fitzgerald), Reggie Hudson 
(Detroit, Mich./Cooley), Harold 
Moore (Dearborn, Mich.), Norm 
Recla (Livonia, Mich/Winston Chur- 
chill), Jim Riemland (St. Joseph, 
Mich.), and Pat O'Gara (Madison, 
Wisc./Edgewood). 
BOWLING GREEN coach Denny 
Stolz said he is pleased with the 
recruited class. 
"This is the best group of big men 
that we have recruited at Bowling 
Green. We feel that this group meets 
the needs of our squad Kicking was a 
high priority, and we signed two 
placekickers and a punter. The other 
top priority was linemen, and we are 
very satisfied with the results." 
With the graduation of record- 
breaking placekicker John Spengler, 
the coaching staff has a large void to 
fill. They feel they have done it with 
the signing of Youssef and Moore. 
Youssef won all-city honors as a 
junior, but injured his knee in the first 
game of the year last fall and had 
surgery. Moore, who is also a 
linebacking prospect, won high school 
all-America honors this year after 
kicking 28 of 30 extra points, and 11 of 
13 field goals. He has kicked field 
goals of 55 and 54 yards. 
The two quarterbacks are Tate and 
Neiman. Tate was named third team 
all-state at Canal Winchester after 
passing for 900 yards this year. For 
his high school career, he completed 
192 of 376 passes for 2,724 yards. 
Neiman was selected as Euclid's 
MVP this year and was named first 
team all-league. 
GRADEN IS the lone running back 
signed by BG this year. He rushed for 
more than 1,000 yards three years in a 
row at Lakota High School outside of 
Cincinnati, and fumbled just three 
times in 700 carries. 
There is both good speed and size 
among the five receivers who have 
signed with Bowling Green. 
Shingleton was the Federal League 
player of the year after catching 44 
passes for 750 yards and eight 
touchdowns last season. The 6-2, 170 
pounder was a third team all-state 
selection and will play in the North- 
South all-star game. 
Talley won all-city, all-district and 
all-Summit County honors this year 
after catching 25 passes at Akron Gar- 
field. Hudson, a 6-2,185 pounder, let- 
tered in three sports at Cooley High 
School and won all-city, all-metro and 
all-state honors. 
The size in the booming group of 
receivers comes from Howard and 
Riemland. Howard played both tight 
end and defensive end at Green Hills 
High School and uses his 6-5,228 pound 
frame to be a starter on his team's 
highly-ranked Class AA basketball 
team. Riemland, 6-4,230 pounds, won 
Class B all-state honors at St. Joseph's 
High School after catching 24 passes 
for 310 yards in helping his team to the 
Big Eight Conference Championship. 
There is plenty of size in the offen- 
sive line prospects. The six offensive 
linemen average 6-4H, 240 pounds. 
O'Gara won all-state honors at 
Madison Edgewood, and is a starter 
on the basketball team there. 
The two offensive guards are 
Frericks and Burke. Frericks, 6-4, 
219, was the Central District lineman 
of the year, and a special mention all- 
stater. Burke received special men- 
tion all-state honors. He was a tri- 
captain and the most valuable 
lineman at Timken High. 
THE THREE offensive tackles all 
have good size. At 6-6,275, Cales is the 
biggest of the three. A member of the 
south team for the North-South all- 
star game, he received special men- 
tion all-state and first team all-district 
honors. 
Babich and Gibson are from the 
neighboring cities of Mt Clemens and 
Warren. Babich won all-league, all- 
county and honorable mention all- 
metro honors at Mt Clemens High 
School and is 6-5,237 pounds. Gibson is 
bigger than Babich at 6-6,260 pounds. 
He has won seven letters at Fitzgerald 
High School and was an all-league 
choice in football. 
Four defensive linemen have signed 
with Bowling Green. Norris won first 
team all-league and all-district honors 
and special mention all-state at Port 
Clinton High. Last year he made 74 
solo tackles, including 19 quarterback 
sacks. 
Gresbach won all-state honors and 
was his team's defensive MVP at St. 
Edward. Johnson was honorable men- 
tion all-state at Madison High School 
and will play in the North-South all- 
star game. Recla is small for a defen- 
sive lineman at 6-2, 209, but excep- 
tionally quick. A sprinter on the track 
team, he used his 4.6 speed to win 
honorable mention all-state football 
honors. 
Three of the four linebackers are 
from Northwest Ohio. Simms was the 
NW Ohio player of the year at Fre- 
mont Ross. A first team all-state 
selection, he will play for the north in 
the North-South all-star game. Mroc- 
zkowski was Anthony 'Wayne's 
leading tackier for the last two years 
and twice was named second team all- 
Northern Lakes League. Hoffman 
received honorable mention all-state 
after earning first team all-Southern 
Lakes League honors at Lakota High 
School. 
The fourth linebacker is Rader. He 
was named to the Pioneer Conference 
all-star team. In addition to being an 
excellent prospect at linebacker, he Is 
an outstanding punter, averaging 41.5 
yards per punt last fall. 
BG curlers sweep into nationals 
Russ Lissuzzo lets go ol a stone with Russ Armstrong (center) and Carl Parker ready to 
sweep during practice at the Ice Arena. 
by Daw Lewandowskl 
sports editor 
John Jahant commutes to the University five days a 
week, but he's neither a student nor an instructor. 
Jahant drives to and from his Bay Village home to 
practice with the Bowling Green club curling team. 
The trip used to be arduous for Jahant but it has paid 
off. Jahant and three University students are off today 
for Fairbanks, Alaska, to compete in the United States 
Curling Association national tournament 
Russ Lissuzzo, ROM Armstrong and Carl Parker 
complete the four-man team that is the youngest squad 
ever to participate in the national tournament. 
THE TEAM defeated three teams from Bowling 
Green to win the club playdowns, three more teams to 
win the Ohio title and beat the University of Michigan 
to advance to the tournament 
Although they win be the youngest competitors at 
the tournament, the four have plenty of experience 
behind them. Jahant and IJWUTTO competed in the 
junior national tournament a lew years ago, while 
Armstrong and Parker have been curling since their 
youth. 
"We've all been competing through life," Lissuzzo 
said. "We've learned through experience, we've learn- 
ed what we have been doing wrong and worked on it 
"In this sport, consistency has a lot to do with suc- 
cen. If one guy has an off day, you might as well forget 
it I think we'll do well at the tournament. If we play as 
well as we did against Michigan, we could probably 
finish in the top three." 
Although three University students comprise the ■quad, they are not a dub sport and are not sponsored 
through the athletic budget. Their trip to Fairbanks is 
sponsored by the U.S. Curling Association, while the 
team absorbs most of the other costs. 
"WE PRACTICE one hour a day, five days a week 
just to keep sharp," Lissuzzo said. "At the start it's an 
inexpensive sport But later on it gets expensive. The 
equipment for each member here to go to the nationals 
is about $250 per person. We don't get any support from 
the University, but our parents have been great. 
They've been behind us 100 percent." 
Although they receive no university support, curling 
was a major reason for Lissuzzo, Parker and Arm- 
strong to attend BG. 
"It (BG) is one of only three colleges in the country 
to have curling as part of its curriculum," Armstrong 
said. "You can take it as a physical education require- 
ment, and it is only one of a few places that has a rink 
located on campus. 
"The rink is great; they really take good care of it 
With curling included in the curriculum, it is the only 
way to build up the sport Maybe In the future we can 
be affiliated. Once you know the sport, it is just as ex- 
citing as football or basketbaJl." 
Jahant Is the skip or lead throwr on the team. He Is 
considered the best shot maker and strategist He 
throws the last two stones and attempts to score the 
points. 
Lissuzzo is the vice skip and Armstrong is the second 
skip, whose duties are to take out the opponents' stones 
from the circle. Parker is the fourth skip with his first 
two stones setting up the end. 
Armstrong and Parker also double as sweeps, 
sweeping the ice with their brooms to get the stone to 
travel farther. Armstrong said a good sweep could 
make the stone go 12-15 feet farther. 
